Finding the right Bussmann™ series fuse has never been easier.

The Bussmann series FuseFinder mobile app is the most robust part identification and locator tool on the market.

FuseFinder identifies products through the use of an extensive text-based cross reference and part search database, consisting of over 300,000 cross reference files, as well as through the use of Optical Character Recognition (OCR) to read part numbers from product labels using a device’s camera. FuseFinder can identify solutions for fuses and fuse blocks based on partial part numbers or competitor part numbers. Once a product is selected, you can view, download or email the data sheet for technical specifications.

The app also features an authorized distributor locator, which pulls from our vast network of electrical distributors to locate the nearest option, or allows you to search a specific area.

For additional support, FuseFinder provides convenient access to our motor protection selector tool for application-specific fuse selection, and to both customer service and technical support teams.

The industry-first, award-winning app is available for both Apple® and Android™ devices.

How to install:

- Go to the Android or Apple store.
- Search for “Fuse Finder.” Make sure to select the app with the Bussmann series icon.
- Click “install” and follow the instructions from the app store.
How to use:

1. **Search products**
   - Click on SEARCH FOR A PRODUCT from the main screen
   - Three options appear: Search by cross reference, connect to our selector tools, or read a product label
   - If you selected CROSS REFERENCE, type a Bussmann series or competitor’s part number in the open field and hit SEARCH (if you only type a partial part number, the app will provide a list of suggestions)
   - **Note:** When using the CROSS REFERENCE option, if you’ve entered a Bussmann series part number that has been obsoleted, the app will cross it with the replacement or like-part
   - If you selected SELECTORTOOLS, you’ll be given a list of our various options and can connect directly to those web tools

   **NEW FEATURE**
   - If you selected READ LABEL, you’ll be prompted to access your device’s camera or photo gallery and guided through the process of reading the label

2. **Product details**
   - Once a part number has been crossed, you can view data sheet on screen or download to your phone
   - Pinch zoom to view details
   - Share data sheet via e-mail
   - You can also locate a distributor from this screen

3. **Distributor locator**
   - Click on “Locate a distributor” from a product detail page, or click on “Distributors” from the bottom task bar
   - Click on FIND NEAREST to use the GPS functionality or click on SEARCH BY REGION to locate based on area.
   - Use the information presented to directly contact your preferred distributor

4. **Motor protection guide**
   - Click on “Protection guides” from the bottom task bar
   - Click MOTOR PROTECTION SELECTOR
   - Use the Motor protection selector tool and click “Done” when finished to return to FuseFinder

5. **Support**
   - Click on “Support” from the bottom task bar
   - For product selection or application assistance, click TECHNICAL SUPPORT EMAIL
   - For all other questions, email or call Customer Service

---

For Eaton’s Bussmann series product information, call 1-855-287-7626 or visit: Eaton.com/bussmannseries
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